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R35042

Super Learners
Classroom Capes
For more information, ideas and inspiration
and to view a video, please visit
www.roylco.com/product/R35042.
Every student can be a superhero with these
brightly colored, satin classroom capes! The
capes are for more than just imaginative or
dramatic play. Simply slide letters, numbers,
emblems or artwork inside the 9 x 11½” (23 x 29
cm) clear pocket and make learning active as kids
create math equations, words or match symbols
and images with partners. We've included
reproducible mask and emblem artwork, but feel
free to design your own!

Care Instructions: Hand wash in cool water.
Hang to dry. Spot cleaning will leave water
marks on fabric. Do NOT iron clear pocket;
excessive heat may melt or warp pocket. A cool
iron may be used on the dull side of the fabric if
desired.

Finding it difficult to use the capes when kids
can't see their own backs? Make a matching
superhero bracelet. Wrap a loop of masking tape,
adhesive side out, around each child's wrist.
Write out a badge that corresponds to the child's
cape emblem and stick it on the masking tape
loop for quick and easy reference.
Ideas: Encourage compassion in students! Assign
one student to be “Captain Kindness” for the day.
Ask the student to create a unique superhero
symbol, and challenge them to perform random
acts of kindness throughout the day.
Experiment with states of matter! Place
different molecules (water, air, earth, etc.) in the
cape pockets and ask students to move around
the room according to whether their molecule is
in a solid, liquid or gaseous state. Solid state
molecule students should group together and
stay still. Liquid state molecule students should
be in small groups and move around the room.
Gas molecule students should move rapidly
around the room as individuals.
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